Kerlink Gateways Supporting DIGIMONDO’s Rapidly
Expanding Rollout of LoRaWANTM IoT Network in Europe

PRESS RELEASE
THORIGNÉ FOUILLARD, France, and HAMBURG, Germany – Oct. 19th, 2017, 06:00 PM CET – Kerlink (ALKLK FR0013156007), a specialist and global leader in network solutions dedicated to the Internet of Things (IoT),
and DIGIMONDO, one of Europe’s leading IoT end-to-end solution providers, today announced that Kerlink
gateways are being integrated in DIGIMONDO’s LoRaWANTM network rollouts in Germany and across Europe.
DIGIMONDO offers a cutting-edge LoRaWANTM network server
called firefly. Along with E.ON, DIGIMONDO recently completed
one of Germany’s largest LoRaWANTM IoT rollouts using firefly
software and Kerlink hardware in the city of Gehrden and
surrounding areas. The deployment installed more than 1,100
smart electricity meters, and smart-parking sensors. Powered by
Kerlink’s WirnetTM iBTS Compact stations, the network generates
efficiency of higher than 97 percent uninterrupted connectivity,
compared to approximately 80 percent efficiency of meters in
basements with classic mobile radio connectivity like LTE.
DIGIMONDO LoRa® smart electricity meter
The LoRaWANTM network server firefly, offered both as software as a service (SAAS) and on-premise, connects
objects to DIGIMONDO's public and site-specific, customer-owned private networks. Firefly-based networks
have delivered 99.99 percent uptime. DIGIMONDO will launch an upgrade for firefly in Q4 2017 with
advanced features, including the transport layer security (TLS) protocol to protect data and the MQTT IoT and
M2M protocols. The LoRaWANTM 1.1 standard will be implemented in the upcoming release.

“The Internet of Things is the next major step
towards a digital future, and DIGIMONDO is
committed to playing a leading role in that
evolution with both rapid network deployments
and reliable cloud services,” said DIGIMONDO’s
founder and CTO Marcus Walena. “We are one of
the big providers of LoRaWANTM end-to-end
service, including connectivity across Europe for
smart-solution use cases, and Kerlink’s proven
gateways assure reliable, high-performance and
stable networks that help maintain our
momentum for network rollouts.”

LoRaWAN IoT network deployment by DIGIMONDO in Berlin, using Kerlink Wirnet iBTS Compact gateway.
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“Integrating Kerlink gateways in DIGIMONDO’s IoT networks helps the company rapidly deliver a scalable,
turnkey LoRaWANTM solution for large and small deployments, and supports Kerlink’s goal to bring LoRaWANTM
technology to countries around the world,” said William Gouesbet, Kerlink CEO. “We expect this partnership
to demonstrate that our combined technologies efficiently and reliably deliver the benefits of the IoT for smart
applications across a variety of sectors and in any location.”
DIGIMONDO offers its LoRaWANTM network server firefly to customers with a very competitive pricing model
that is based on the number of gateways installed. This highly economical solution contrasts with fee structures
based on the number of connected end nodes. Moreover, this gateway-based pricing model increases profit
margins for customers because they can scale their sensor connectivity without paying any additional costs.
Kerlink, a co-founder and board member of the LoRa AllianceTM, recently reported first-half 2017 revenue of
€10.1 million, up 87 percent from the same period last year. Earlier this year, the company announced
nationwide LoRaWANTM deployments with partners in India and Argentina.

About Kerlink
Kerlink, a founding member of the LoRa AllianceTM, specialises in network solutions for the Internet of Things
(IoT). Its mission is to provide its clients – telecom operators, businesses and public authorities – with equipment,
software and services to design, launch and operate IoT networks. Over the past three years, Kerlink has
invested more than €8 million in R&D. In just over 10 years, more than 70,000 Kerlink installations have already
been rolled out for more than 260 clients, including major telecom operators such as Tata Communications,
and utilities such as GrDF and Suez. The company’s solutions are enabling IoT networks worldwide with major
deployments in Europe, South Asia and South America. In 2016, Kerlink generated revenues of €14.1 million,
25 percent internationally. Since 2013, it has posted average annual growth of more than 50 percent. Kerlink
has been listed on Euronext Growth Paris since May 2016 and was added to the EnterNext PEA-PME 150, an
index of 150 fast-growing French SMEs in 2017.
For more information, visit www.kerlink.com or follow them on Twitter @kerlink_news.

About DIGIMONDO
Headquartered in Hamburg, DIGIMONDO specializes in deploying end-to-end smart IoT solutions based on
cost-effective, low-power, wide-area networks (LPWAN), including cloud services to help customers manage
their data. DIGIMONDO, a member of the LoRa AllianceTM, is creating a smarter and better world through
digitalization. Growing rapidly from its initial focus on electricity-meter reading, the company provides leading
software and services for smart cities, Industry 4.0 applications, transport companies and housing companies.
For more information, visit www.digimondo.de or follow them on Twitter @digimondogmbh.
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About LoRaWAN™ Technology
The technology used in a LoRaWANTM network is designed to connect low-cost, battery-operated sensors over long
distances in harsh environments that were previously too challenging or cost-prohibitive to connect. With its unique
penetration capability, a LoRaWANTM gateway deployed on a building or tower can connect to sensors more than
10 kilometres away or to water meters deployed underground or in basements. The LoRaWANTM protocol offers
unique and unequalled benefits in terms of bi-directionality, security, mobility and accurate localization that are
not addressed by other LPWANTM technologies. These benefits will enable the diverse use cases and business models
that will grow deployments of LPWANTM IoT networks globally.

About the LoRa Alliance™
The LoRa AllianceTM is an open, nonprofit association that has grown to over 500 members since its inception in
March 2015, becoming one of the largest and fastest-growing alliances in the technology sector. Its members are
closely collaborating and sharing their experience to promote the LoRaWANTM protocol as the leading open global
standard for secure, carrier-grade IoT LPWAN connectivity. With the technical flexibility to address a broad range
of IoT applications, both static and mobile, and a certification program to guarantee interoperability, LoRaWANTM
has already been deployed by major mobile network operators globally, with wide expansion anticipated in 2017.
For information about joining the LoRa AllianceTM, please visit the membership page.
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